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Note that the ‘bumps’ on a front are supposed to point
in the direction the front is moving. Thus, the triangles
on a cold front are pointing from cold towards warm
air (since, by definition, a cold front is the boundary
where cold air is pushing into warm air). The semi-
circles on a warm front are pointing from warm air
towards cold air. For a stationary front, it is customary
to point the triangles towards the warm side of the
front, and the semi-circles towards the cold side of the
front.



BUT FIRST! WINDS…

• Wind is simply air in motion. Usually in meteorology, when we are talking about the wind it is the
horizontal speed and direction we are concerned about. For example, if you hear a report of a west
wind at 40 km/h that means the horizontal winds will be coming FROM the west at that speed.

• Although we cannot actually see the air moving we can measure its motion by the force that it applies
on objects. We use a wind vane to indicate the wind's direction and an anemometer to measure the
wind's speed. But even without those instruments we can determine the direction.

• For example, a flag points in the opposite direction of the wind. The wind blows leaves opposite the
direction from which the wind is blowing. Airplanes taking off and landing at airports will be into the
direction of the wind.



ANEMOMETER

• An anemometer is a device used for
measuring the speed of wind, and is
also a common weather station
instrument. The term is derived
from the Greek word anemos, which
means wind, and is used to describe
any wind speed measurement
instrument used in meteorology.



FRONTS….BUT FIRST! AIR MASSES…

• An air mass is a large body of air with
generally uniform temperature and
humidity. The area over which an air mass
originates is what provides it's
characteristics. The longer the air mass
stays over its source region, the more likely
it will acquire the properties of the surface
below. As such, air masses are associated
with high pressure systems.

• air mass

• ˈer mas/

• Noun

• METEOROLOGY

• a body of air with horizontally uniform
temperature, humidity, and pressure.



AIR MASSES CON’T

• There are two broad overarching divisions 
of air masses based upon the moisture 
content. Continental air masses, designated 
by the lowercase letter 'c', originate over 
continents are therefore dry air masses. 
Maritime air masses, designated by the 
letter 'm', originate over the oceans and are 
therefore moist air masses.



ISOBARS

• You have probably seen weather maps marked with H's and L's which indicate
high and low pressure centers. Usually surrounding these "highs" and "lows"
are lines called isobars. "Iso" means "equal" and a "bar" is a unit of pressure
so an isobar means "equal pressure". So everywhere along each line is the
pressure has the same value.

• With high pressure systems, the value of air pressure along each isobar
increases toward the center with each concentric line. The opposite is true for
low pressure systems in that with each concentric line toward the center
represents lower pressure. Isobars maybe be close together or far apart.







BUT HOW ARE ISOBARS AND WINDS AND FRONTS RELATED? 

• The closer the isobars are drawn together the quicker the air pressure changes. This change
in air pressure is called the ‘pressure gradient.’ Pressure gradient is just the difference in
pressure between high and low pressure areas.

• The speed of the wind is directly proportional to the pressure gradient meaning that as the
change in pressure increases (i.e. pressure gradient increases) the speed of the wind also
increases at that location.

• Also, wind direction moves clockwise around a high pressure system and counter-clockwise
around a low pressure system. In addition, the direction of the wind is across the isobars
slightly, away from the center of the high pressure system and toward the center of the low
pressure system.





FRONTS

• When large masses of warm air and cold air meet, they do not mix. Instead,
they form a front, usually hundreds of miles long.

• When a front passes, the weather changes.
• Fronts are technically invisible, but you can ‘see’ them from the effects they

produce
• Fronts are usually detectable at the surface in a number of ways. Winds often

‘converge’ or come together at the fronts. Also, temperature differences can
be quite noticeable from one side of a front to the other side. Finally, the
pressure on either side of a front can vary significantly.



FRONTS

• Fronts are boundaries between air masses
of different temperatures.

• Fronts are actually zones of transition, but
sometimes the transition zone, called a
frontal zone, can be quite sharp.

• The type of front depends on both the
direction in which the air mass is moving
and the characteristics of the air mass.

• To locate a front on a surface map, look for 
the following:

• sharp temperature changes over relatively 
short distances,

• changes in the moisture content of the air 
(dew point),

• shifts in wind direction,

• low pressure troughs and pressure changes, 
and

• clouds and precipitation patterns.



FRONTS

• The motion of air masses also affects where a good portion of precipitation
occurs. The air of cold air masses is more dense than warmer air masses.
Therefore, as these cold air masses move, the dense air undercuts the
warmer air masses forcing the warm air up and over the colder air causing it
to rise into the atmosphere.

• So fronts just don't appear at the surface of the earth, they have a vertical
structure or slope to them as well.



COLD FRONT

How it forms

• Forms when a cold
airmass pushes under a
warm air mass, forcing
the warm air to rise.

Weather it brings

• Thunderheads can form as
the moisture in the warm
air mass rises, cools, and
condenses. As the front
moves through, cool, fair
weather is likely to follow.







WARM FRONT

How it forms

• Forms when a moist,
warm air mass slides up
and over a cold air
mass.

Weather it brings

• As the warm air mass rises, it 
condenses into a broad area of 
clouds. A warm front brings 
gentle rain or light snow, 
followed by warmer, milder 
weather.







OCCLUDED FRONT

How it forms

• Forms when a warm air 
mass gets caught between 
two cold air masses. The 
warm air mass rises as the 
cool air masses push and 
meet in the middle.

Weather it brings

• The temperature drops as 
the warm air mass is 
occluded, or “cut off,” from 
the ground and pushed 
upward. Can bring strong 
winds and heavy 
precipitation.



OCCLUDED FRONTS CON’T

• The most common type of occlusion in North America is called a 
cold-front occlusion and it occurs when the cold front forces itself 
under the warm front.

• The weather ahead of the cold occlusion is similar to that of a 
warm front while that along and behind the cold occlusion is 
similar to that of a cold front.





STATIONARY FRONT

How it forms

• Forms when warm and 
cold air meet and neither 
air mass has the force to 
move the other. They 
remain stationary, or 
‘standing still.’

Weather it brings

• Where the warm and cold 
air meet, clouds and fog 
form and it may rain or 
snow. Can bring many days 
of clouds and precipitation.



STATIONARY FRONTS CON’T

• Stationary fronts behave like warm fronts, but are more quiescent.

• Many times the winds on both sides of a stationary front are parallel to the
front.

• Typically stationary fronts form when polar air masses are modified
significantly so as to lose their character (e.g., cold fronts which stall).





MORE WEATHER…

Trough

• A trough is an elongated (extended) region of
relatively low atmospheric pressure, often
associated with fronts.

• There are often relatively cold temperatures
associated with a trough. This is caused by the
southward transport of colder air in the lower
troposphere. The trough will intensify (deepen
further southward) if cold air continues to move
southward at low levels in the troposphere.

• If a trough forms in the mid-latitudes, a
temperature difference between two sides of the
trough usually exists in the form of a weather front.
A weather front is usually less convective than a
trough in the tropics or subtropics (such as a
tropical wave). Sometimes collapsed frontal
systems will degenerate into troughs.



MORE WEATHER TERMS

RIDGE
• A ridge is an elongated region of relatively high

atmospheric pressure, the opposite of a trough.

• A ridge looks like an upside down U. Fair weather is
usually associated with ridges; air under a ridge
sinks, which is not conducive for the development
of clouds and precipitation. If you’re under a ridge
during the summer, conditions are usually hot and
dry. In the Northern Hemisphere, winds will blow
clockwise around a high (northwesterly northwest
of the ridge and southwesterly southwest of the
ridge.







THE JET STREAM
SUPERSTAR WINDS ALOFT



J E T S T R E A M
• The pressure difference along the polar front therefore creates a region of 

high speed winds known as the upper westerlies. ... The meanders in the 
upper westerly circulation are known as Rossby waves. Within these upper 
wind belts particularly strong ribbons of wind form. These are known as jet 
streams.

• These Rossby waves, also known as planetary waves, are a natural 
phenomenon in the atmosphere and oceans of planets that largely owe their 
properties to rotation of the planet. ... Atmospheric Rossby waves on Earth 
are giant meanders in high-altitude winds that have a major influence on 
weather.



J E T S T R E A M  
• Jet streams are fast flowing, relatively narrow air currents found in the atmosphere around

10 kilometers above the surface of the Earth. They form at the boundaries of adjacent air
masses with significant differences in temperature, such as the polar region and the warmer
air to the south.

• On Earth, the main jet streams are located near the altitude of the tropopause and are
westerly winds (flowing west to east). Their paths typically have a meandering shape.

• This rapid current is typically thousands of kilometers long, a few hundred kilometers wide,
and only a few kilometers thick.

• At most times in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, there are two jet streams: a
subtropical jet stream centered at about 30 degrees latitude and a polar-front jet stream
whose position varies with the boundary between polar and temperate air.

• The greater the difference in air temperature, the faster the jet stream, which can reach
speeds of up to 400 km/hr or greater, but average about 175 km/h.



2 MAJOR STREAMS FOR US…

• The two jet streams that directly affect our weather in the Canada and the
continental US are the polar jet and the subtropical jet. They are responsible for
transporting the weather systems that affect us. The polar front is the boundary
between the cold North Pole air and the warm equatorial air. The polar jet sits at
roughly 60°N latitude because this is generally where the polar front sits. The
subtropical jet is at roughly 30°N latitude. The subtropical jet is located at 30°N
because of the temperature differences between air at mid-latitudes and the warmer
equatorial air. The polar and subtropical jets are both westerly, meaning they come
from the west and blow toward the east. Both jets move north and south with the
seasons as the horizontal temperature fields across the globe shift with the areas of
strongest sunlight.







MOST WEATHER SYSTEMS KIND OF FOLLOW THE JET 
STREAM…

• The dynamics of jet streams are actually quite complicated, so this is a very
simplified version of what creates jets. The basic idea that drives jet
formation is this: a strong horizontal temperature contrast, like the one
between the North Pole and the equator, causes a dramatic increase in
horizontal wind speed with height. Therefore, a jet stream forms directly over
the center of the strongest area of horizontal temperature difference, or the
front. As a general rule, a strong front has a jet stream directly above it that is
parallel to it.





READING WEATHER MAPS

• We’ve looked at a LOT of information….let’s 
see if we can put it all together on a map…
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